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Our risk of wildfires is severe. 

 

According to the National Climatic Data Center, the U.S. is suffering the worse drought since 1956.  Our 

region is among the hardest hit in the nation, designated “extreme drought.”  This chart is June. July in 

California was the driest since 1940—72 years ago.    

 

 

 



 
 

Climate change brings us more frequent and severe wildfires. 

 

“Climate change is expected to increase the probability of large wildfires occurring in a substantial 
portion of the state,” the California Dept. of Energy concluded in a July 2012 report, “Scenarios to 
evaluate long-term wildfire risks in California.” 

 

 
 

Lighting storms are getting worse, causing more fires. 

 

Not only is wildfire season now year-round in San Diego County, we are also seeing an increase in 

“siege” weather events such as recent storms that brought thousands of lightning strikes locally.   



 

 
 

We have fewer firefighters, engines, and planes to fight the fires.  My fire monitors listen to scanners. 

Sometimes resources are requested by incident commanders—and no planes or crews are available. 

 

Budget cuts have slashed the number of firefighters per engine on Cal Fire crews.  Fire agencies around 

the state are cutting engines, closing fire stations, and relying on paramedics to man engines.  Fire 

officials warn that mutual aid is stretched dangerously thin . If many fires happen at once, San Diego will 

be on our own. 

 

 
  

Al Qaeda’s latest issue of Inspire magazine urges terrorists to start wildfires. 

 

California is listed as a target, with how-to instructions on setting ember bombs. Homeland Security has 

warned of this threat.  Two 911 terrorists lived in San Diego and suspected terrorists have been arrested 

here recently.   

 

 



 
 

Our County has historically spent less on fire protection than other major counties in wildfire regions. 

 

Despite the danger of another 2003 or 2007 wildfire (see above), our County has not  take enough 

precautions, not even securing Super Scoopers for the fall Santa Ana winds that fuel our deadliest fires. 

 

 
 

SDG&E’s Sunbird, touted for fighting fires, has flown the coop. 

 

Now that Sunrise Powerlink construction is done, the Sunbird has gone away. 



 

But the danger remains—and is getting worse.   

 

SDG&E lines caused 166 fires in 5 years.   Firefighters can’t fight fires near high voltage lines until they 

are de-energized. The EIR called Powerlink a “severe and unmitagable fire hazard.”  But even bigger 

dangers are coming to our region—unless we take action.   

 

We all thought wind energy was clean and green.  But wind turbines are dangerous fire hazards.  

Our Supervisors  just approved the first industrial-scale wind turbines in our County – nearly 3 times the 

size of Campo’s turbines near I-8.  Next,  Supervisors will vote on whether to allow hundreds, even 

thousands of dangerous turbines—each 500 feet tall—in our most fire-prone areas of East County. 



 

This turbine is at a wind farm in Iowa owned by Iberdrola, the same company that wants to build a 

wind farm in McCain Valley here.   

The turbine maker has been sued for causing many fires and having other failures.  Iberdrola won’t say 

what turbines they will use here, but they own part of Gamesa, which made this flaming turbine. 

 

Palm Springs has had many wind turbine fires. 

Wind turbine fires are so common that a legislative candidate told me she called 911 to report a fire she 

saw from a freeway. The operator replied, “Let me guess, another wind turbine fire.” 



 

In July, a wind turbine exploded in Riverside County and became a wildfire that burned 367 acres. 

Homes were evacuated.  Luckily a witness saw it start and called 911, or it could have been far worse. 

 

Wind turbines contain fuel oil that can leak or explode. They malfunction and whirl burning debris. 

Firefighters in rural areas lack tall ladders so must helplessly watch them burn.   

This one was hit by lightning in Germany. Does this look safe for our region? 



 

They also act as giant lightning rods—actually ATTRACTING lightning strikes! 

 

 

I witnessed the 2007 Harris Fire explode over this mountain, fueled by 100 mph hurricane force winds. 

Soon we were running for our lives. Imagine if it had hit turbines full of explosive fuels. 

 

 

 



 

“This will impede firefighting efforts to a frightening degree…a wind-drive fire is not going to stay in 

the backcountry. We must not roll the dice…There are other, safer alternatives.”  

– Supervisor Dianne Jacob, who voted against putting wind turbines in our fire-prone backcountry. She 

supports rooftop solar instead of wind turbines in our backcountry.  So does Congressman Bob Filner.   

 

 
 

Firefighters can’t stop a fire like this at a wind facility! 

 

Retired Cal Fire Battalion Chief Mark Ostrander warns that firefighters won’t be able to fight fires under 

giant turbines.  Or near power lines that every wind facility has. Planes make fire drops at 150 feet 

altitude—and the turbines will be nearly 500 feet tall with blades whirling.  “They’ll have to wait until it 

burns out of the wind farm,” he told San Diego County Planners. 

 



 
 

There is one thing that dwarfs giant wind turbines:  a California wildfire.   

 

Turbines not only start fires, they are vulnerable to fires that start elsewhere.  This fire, still burning in 

Kern County, has charred 19,000 acres and burned 16 wind turbines so far. This is NOT a secure energy 

source in a fire region! 

 

 
This campground is many miles down a one-way in, one-way out road in McCain Valley.   

 

The road will be lined by wind turbines.  If a fire starts, campers will be trapped.  Across East County, 

there are box canyons where people can be trapped.  In 2003, 14 people died in Wildcat Canyon where 

our publisher, Mark Hanson, lives.  The fire was 300 feet high and nearly as hot as Hiroshima! 



 

 
McCain Valley is also  the entrance to two wilderness areas and scenic Carrizo Gorge.   

 

 Hikers and backpackers can be trapped with no way out. 

 

 
Spectacular boulders and Indian sacred sites will be blasted away. 

 

Besides destroying the wilderness, blasting is also a fire danger.   

 



 
The Campo wind facility blew apart in a snow storm hurling giant blade pieces weighing many tons.  It 

happened in winter, so we were lucky it didn’t start a wildfire.  

 

A lawsuit is still pending over this failure, which took the site offline for 3 months. Stray voltage 1,000 

times normal is measured coming up through the ground nearby in homes and a church. Sixty 

Manzanita Indians are sick and admitted into a university study. One neighbor just died of brain cancer. 

Yet nothing has been done to stop this danger; instead they want to triple the size of the wind “farm.” 

 
Each turbine foundation is 238 feet wide.  In Ocotillo they dwarf mountains sacred to many tribes. 

 

The builder bulldozed Native American burial sites and destroyed the Ocotillo forest for which the town 

was named. Residents will be surrounded on 3 sides by 500 foot tall turbines just 1500 feet away- close 

enough to suffer infrasound harm such as heart palpitations, headaches and ear pain. This federal land 

was supposed to be protected for us all!  Not for private energy companies to profit with our money. 



 

 
The developer flooded the town’s yards where kids play with a flammable chemical, and has left 

chemical sludge floating over the town’s aquifer—only source of drinking water.  

 

These are  NOT green or clean.  Five lawsuits have been filed to stop this project. 

 

 
We took photos to prove endangered Peninsular Bighorn Sheep were on the project site. 

 

Secretary of the Interior Salazar issued “take” permits to allow these endangered  ewes and lambs to be 

killed in Ocotillo.  He is issuing kill permits for eagles at other sites and will probably do so at McCain 

Valley’s Tule Wind project. 

 



 
 

There is a better alternative!  The price of rooftop solar has plunged.   We can eliminate the need for 

San Onofre and the need for industrial wind in our region—all with solar on our roofs. 

 

Panels that used to cost $1500 now cost $238 at last month’s international solar trade show. 

 

 
 

 So why does our government want to open 370 MILLION ACRES of our public lands to energy 

development?   

 

That’s twice the size of Texas!  That’s just the BLM  lands. National forests including our own Cleveland 

National Forest are also targeted—even the Laguna Mountains!  Hint:  the only thing “green” is the 

money being made by big wind companies—which are now owned by big oil companies!   

 



 
 

This is easy!  Solar thermal can now be done for far less than the cost of a wind farm! 

 

Ocotillo’s wind developer claims it will power 94,500 homes.  The project costs $1-2 BILLION. 

For just $250-$750 million, you could completely eliminate the need for this destruction by producing 

the equivalent amount with solar thermal for 3 times as many homes.  The first figure is with CA’s 

existing subsidy; the second is with no subsidies at all.   

 

 
 

Solar installers in San Diego average $20-$40 an hour.   

 



This would create great-paying jobs with plenty of long-term work, revitalizing our region’s economy 

and putting people back to work.  We caught Pattern Energy’s executive on video admitting the Ocotillo 

project will create “just one permanent local job.”   

 

 
 

Solar increases your property value by FIVE TIMES the amount you spend to install it.  This will 

increase property tax revenues for our County. 

 

By contrast, wind turbines  lower neighbors’ property values by as much as 40%. Which sounds like the 

smarter plan to you? 

 

 
 

Germany the global leader in solar, is at a higher latitude and gets much less sun than San Diego.   

 

Just 2% of San Diego has wind resources, and they are very weak winds – among the lowest in the 

nation.  By contrast, 100% of San Diego County is prime for solar power. We need feed-in tariffs so we 



can sell back surplus power to the grid at a profit.  We  need local PACE programs so people can finance 

up-front solar costs in their mortgages or pay them with their property taxes. 

 

 
 

Is this the energy future we want for our region?    

 

We don’t need industrial wind or desert solar (which also scrapes bare the environment ). They both 

require dangerous long-distance power lines. Our resolution does NOT ban individual windmills – such 

as vertical axis turbines, which are small-scale, don’t kill birds, and don’t burst into flames. 

 
 

This is NOT the future that we want!  

 

A wildfire that starts in in East County can soon spread to your backyard. In 2007 Rancho Bernardo 

burned and evacuations were made  all the way to Solana Beach. If the wind had not shifted, coastal 

areas would have burned and even downtown could have been lost. 

 



  
 

Join me in calling on our leaders to boost firefighting resources and to ban industrial-scale wind 

turbines and other dangerous energy projects in our fire-prone county.    

 

 Instead, let’s harvest the sun on our roofs and parking lots—and save our beautiful places, health and 

safety of all San Diegans! 


